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BUSINESS 

 

Final and Proposed Regulations under Code Section 168 in 303 pages generally follow 

the earlier 2011 Proposed Regulations on depreciation including the capitalization/repair 

distinctions; however, the “de minimis” amount for classification as supplies is increased 

from $100 to $200. 

 

Proposed Regulations under Code Sections 6011 and 6056 give guidance to employers 

for the shared responsibility penalty applicable in 2015 to those with 50 or more fulltime 

equivalent employees, requiring reporting no later than February 28 (March 31 if filed 

electronically) of the following year. 

 

In Linzy v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2013-219, a tax preparer was denied travel 

expenses “just to get rest” away from home, testifying that living in her neighborhood 

was stressful and that she felt harassed by clients who would call her at home at any hour. 

 

In Thompson v. Commissioner, 112 AFTR2d 2013-5283, the Eighth Circuit Court of 

Appeals, agreeing with the Federal and District of Columbia Circuits, reversed the Tax 

Court and determined that a determination of outside basis must be done at the partner 

level in a TEFRA partnership audit. 

 

In Rodriguez v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2013-221, the Tax Court determined that a 

horse breeding operation was not an activity engaged in for profit where in 17 years there 

was never a profit and cumulatively more than $1.8 million of losses were claimed; the 

Court found incredible testimony that the taxpayer worked in excess of 84 hours a week 

in the horse breeding activity in addition to working at least 40 hours per work in her full 

time job. 

 

In Phillips v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2013-215, losses from competitive bowling were 

determined to be a hobby in the case of an individual who grossed over $50,000 in 2000 

but who made less than $15,000 gross in the years 2001 through 2008 while incurring 

about $30,000 in expenses annually; the Court ran through the nine-prong test for 

determining whether an activity is being carried on for profit and found virtually all 

factors in favor of IRS. 
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PROCEDURE 

 

In BASR Partnership v. United States, 112 AFTR2d 2013-________, the Court of 

Federal Claims ruled that fraudulent intent is determined at the individual level and that 

the statute of limitations for individual assessment is not extended to non-participating 

partners in the case of fraud by a partnership. 

 

In Szekely v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2013-227, the Tax Court ordered IRS to conduct 

a supplemental CDP hearing when the taxpayer missed a short window granted to 

complete forms for an Offer in Compromise (although the forms were sent by the 

deadline, the “timely mailing, timely filing” rule is not applicable); the Court blasted IRS 

for its delay in setting a CDP hearing and then closing the case one day after the missed 

deadline, suggesting that IRS should have called the taxpayer to see if a “little more time” 

was needed. 

 

In Revenue Procedure 2013-34, IRS revised its procedures for considering equitable 

innocent spouse relief, explaining that the seven following factors, some modified in part, 

are to be appropriately weighed rather than simply counted to determine if a majority 

either support or oppose relief: 

 

 a. Presence of abuse – to be given greater weight 

 b. Economic hardship – lack of hardship no longer weighs against relief 

 c. Knowledge – to be given lesser weight especially in cases of financial 

abuse; in considering whether spouse knew that reported tax would not be 

paid, IRS will not look to immediacy of payment 

 d. Whose legal obligation 

 e. Significant benefit – receipt by requesting spouse will be neutral factor if 

financial abuse or no control of benefits 

 f. Compliance with tax laws – favorable rather than neutral factor 

 g. Mental or physical health 

 

 

 

 

 

 


